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A vivid, comprehensive history of Scotland ranges from its earliest Stone Age settlers, through the influence of the many invaders--Romans,
Picts, Vikings, and the English--on the country, to recent movements to promote Scottish independence from Britain, documenting the
political, cultural, economic, and other forces that have shaped the nation. Reprint.
Nara is a young Philistine woman who has given up hope of ever finding a husband. No man will take a wife who towers head and shoulders
above him. She lives in isolation with her father, until she is discovered by the Philistine priests. They betroth her to Goliath, to give him
warrior sons. What happens when Nara’s fate collides with that of David, who is destined to face Goliath in combat, will forever transform
how you experience this pivotal moment in the Bible... Boorstin re-imagines David’s dangerous path from shepherd to charismatic leader,
interweaving his life not only with Nara’s, but with key Biblical characters including King Saul, and Saul’s daughter Michal, who will later
become David’s wife. While faithful to the spirit of the Bible, Boorstin reads between the lines of the ancient narrative to bring immediacy,
relevance and even greater meaning to the life of the young Israelite who would become the most beloved character in the Old Testament.
David and the Philistine Woman combines exciting storytelling and rich characters to fashion an unforgettable epic.
To find more information on Rowman & Littlefield titles, please visit us at www.rowmanlittlefield.com.
This first modern study of Henry the Young King, eldest son of Henry II but the least known Plantagenet monarch, explores the brief but
eventful life of the only English ruler after the Norman Conquest to be created co-ruler in his father’s lifetime. Crowned at fifteen to secure an
undisputed succession, Henry played a central role in the politics of Henry II’s great empire and was hailed as the embodiment of chivalry.
Yet, consistently denied direct rule, the Young King was provoked first into heading a major rebellion against his father, then to waging a
bitter war against his brother Richard for control of Aquitaine, dying before reaching the age of thirty having never assumed actual power. In
this remarkable history, Matthew Strickland provides a richly colored portrait of an all-but-forgotten royal figure tutored by Thomas Becket,
trained in arms by the great knight William Marshal, and incited to rebellion by his mother Eleanor of Aquitaine, while using his career to
explore the nature of kingship, succession, dynastic politics, and rebellion in twelfth-century England and France.
THE SUNDAY TIMES HISTORY BOOK OF THE YEAR 2017 'A beautiful and thoughtful exploration of the role of the horse in creating our
world' James Rebanks 'Scintillating, exhilarating ... you have never read a book like it ... a new way of considering history' Observer The
relationship between horses and humans is an ancient, profound and complex one. For millennia horses provided the strength and speed
that humans lacked. How we travelled, farmed and fought was dictated by the needs of this extraordinary animal. And then, suddenly, in the
20th century the links were broken and the millions of horses that shared our existence almost vanished, eking out a marginal existence on
race-tracks and pony clubs. Farewell to the Horse is an engaging, brilliantly written and moving discussion of what horses once meant to us.
Cities, farmland, entire industries were once shaped as much by the needs of horses as humans. The intervention of horses was fundamental
in countless historical events. They were sculpted, painted, cherished, admired; they were thrashed, abused and exposed to terrible danger.
From the Roman Empire to the Napoleonic Empire every world-conqueror needed to be shown on a horse. Tolstoy once reckoned that he
had cumulatively spent some nine years of his life on horseback. Ulrich Raulff's book, a bestseller in Germany, is a superb monument to the
endlessly various creature who has so often shared and shaped our fate.
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Most Christians might tell you two major things about David: he killed Goliath and he committed adultery with Bathsheba! What else? God
says himself in Acts 13:22 that David was a man after his own heart! How? Why? That's what this book is about. David was a type of Christ,
and there are reasons-nearly a hundred of them, all based upon the life and times of David compared to New Testament teaching. In Stand
Up...Face Up...Look Up, you will be surprised to see how you, like David, should stand up to your giants, face up to your mistakes, and look
up to your God!

Christians face relentless attacks from an ungodly culture, a formidable adversary, and our own fallen natures. Yet we
cannot afford to surrender to these very real enemies. Just as survivalists use 10 specific strategies to overcome
threatening situations, Courageous explains 10 biblical strategies for surviving--and thriving--in a world that is hostile to
our faith. As A.W. Tozer said, "A scared world needs a fearless church." Courageous is a clarion call for Christians to
boldly live out their faith. If you've felt your faith is under attack, if you're struggling with the temptation to follow the crowd
despite biblical teaching to the contrary, or if you're just feeling weary, the 10 strategies in Courageous will provide fresh
fire and new hope.
This groundbreaking work draws on a vast range of research into human sexuality to demonstrate that homosexuality is
not a phenomenon limited to a small minority of society, but is an aspect of a complex sexual harmony that the human
race inherited from its animal ancestors. Through a survey of the patterns of sexual expression found among animals and
among societies around the world, and an examination of the functional role homosexual behavior has played among
animal species and human societies alike, the author arrives at some provocative conclusions: that a homosexual or
bisexual phase is a normal part of sexual development, that same-sex relations play an important balancing role in
regulating human reproduction, that many societies have institutionalized homosexual traditions in the past, and that the
harsh condemnation of homosexuality in Western society is a relatively recent phenomenon, unique among world
societies throughout history. This well researched and meticulously documented book is the first that integrates into a
coherent picture the startling revelations about human sexuality coming from the recent work of sexual researchers,
psychologists, anthropologists and historians. The view that emerges, of an ambisexual human species whose complex
sexual harmony is being thwarted by the imposition of an artificial understanding of nature, represents a new way of
thinking about sex.
Did you ever wonder what it was like when Jesus was growing up? The Holy Spirit led me by journaling the story from the
Holy Spirit of God after much prayer and deliberation I wanted to make sure the story came from the Holy Spirit. So, you
can decide for yourself what is truly is an account of Jesus' growing up. So, use your gift of imagination to take you
through this journey. Thank you, Minister Tim
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David, King of the Jews, possessed every flaw and failing a mortal is capable of, yet men and women adored him and
God showered him with many more blessings than he did Abraham or Moses. His sexual appetite and prowess were
matched only by his violence, both on the battlefield and in the bedroom. A charismatic leader, exalted as "a man after
God's own heart," he was also capable of deep cunning, deceit, and betrayal. Now, in King David: The Real Life of the
Man Who Ruled Israel, bestselling author Jonathan Kirsch reveals this commanding individual in all his glory and
fallibility. In a taut, dramatic narrative, Kirsch brings new depth and psychological complexity to the familiar events of
David's life--his slaying of the giant Goliath and his swift challenge to the weak rule of Saul, the first Jewish king; his
tragic relationship with Saul's son Jonathan, David's cherished friend (and possibly lover); his celebrated reign in
Jerusalem, where his dynasty would hold sway for generations. Yet for all his greatness, David was also a man in thrall
to his passions--a voracious lover who secured the favors of his beautiful mistress Bathsheba by secretly arranging the
death of her innocent husband; a merciless warrior who triumphed through cruelty; a troubled father who failed to protect
his daughter from rape and whose beloved son Absalom rose against him in armed insurrection. Weaving together
biblical texts with centuries of interpretation and commentary, Jonathan Kirsch brings King David to life in these pages
with extraordinary freshness, intimacy, and vividness of detail. At the center of this inspiring narrative stands a hero of
flesh and blood--not the cartoon giant-slayer of sermons and Sunday school stories or the immaculate ruler of legend and
art but a magnetic, disturbingly familiar man--a man as vibrant and compelling today as he has been for millennia.
A galaxy of legendary figures from the annals of Western history In this enlightening and entertaining work, Paul
Johnson, the bestselling author of Intellectuals and Creators, approaches the subject of heroism with stirring examples of
men and women from every age, walk of life, and corner of the planet who have inspired and transformed not only their
own cultures but the entire world as well. Heroes includes: Samson, Judith, and Deborah • Henry V and Joan of Arc •
Elizabeth I and Walter Raleigh • George Washington, the Duke of Wellington, and Lord Nelson • Emily Dickinson •
Abraham Lincoln and Robert E. Lee • Mae West and Marilyn Monroe • Ronald Reagan, Margaret Thatcher, and Pope
John Paul II
Faith is messy. We are often disappointed, if not disillusioned, with God. Disappointment, divorce, sin, and suffering often
dominate our Christian landscape. When these things come our way, our response is often to find our needs met outside
of God, ministry, or the church. Consciously or not we say, "I tried; God failed. I'll meet my needs myself." This often
leads us down a path of even more disappointment, broken relationships, unsatisfied ambitions, and heartfelt needs. Is
God really enough for all we need? When God Is Not Enough brings to light God's sovereignty and love within the biblical
narrative and through some of the characters of Scripture He has so lovingly chosen to reveal His glory. In viewing His
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story and theirs, we find meaning and purpose in our own—and this not just for ourselves but also for the life of the world.
But this story would be incomplete without its fulfillment in Jesus Christ and what He has done. When God Is Not Enough
takes a hard look at what it truly means to be not only a Christian but a disciple of Jesus Christ. With Christ as our life, we
find it is in dying that we truly live, and so to live is really to truly die. This is the way Christ has made for us. If Jesus, in
living this life to the fullest, lost His life on the cross, then it will surely cost us no less in attempting to do the same. When
God Is Not Enough gives an honest look at what it takes to live a life for God and what is truly available through Him for
our joy and for the life of the world.
"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation and commentary."—Los Angeles Times Book Review, Best Books of
1999 Acclaimed for its masterful new translation and insightful commentary, The David Story is a fresh, vivid rendition of
one of the great works in Western literature. Robert Alter's brilliant translation gives us David, the beautiful, musical hero
who slays Goliath and, through his struggles with Saul, advances to the kingship of Israel. But this David is also fully
human: an ambitious, calculating man who navigates his life's course with a flawed moral vision. The consequences for
him, his family, and his nation are tragic and bloody. Historical personage and full-blooded imagining, David is the
creation of a literary artist comparable to the Shakespeare of the history plays.
Reproduction of the original: Hero Tales From History by Smith Burnham
Established as a Jewish settlement in 1909 and dedicated a year later, Tel Aviv has grown over the last century to
become Israel's financial center and the country's second largest city. This book examines a major period in the city's
establishment when Jewish architects moved from Europe, including Alexander Levy of Berlin, and attempted to
establish a new style of Zionist urbanism in the years after World War I. The author explores the interplay of an ambitious
architectural program and the pragmatic needs that drove its chaotic implementation during a period of dramatic
population growth. He explores the intense debate among the Zionist leaders in Berlin in regard to future Jewish
settlement in the land of Israel after World War I, and the difficulty in imposing a town plan and architectural style based
on European concepts in an environment where they clashed with desires for Jewish revival and self-identity. While
“modern” values advocated universality, Zionist ideas struggled with the conflict between the concept of “New Order”
and traditional and historical motifs. As well as being the first detailed study of the formative period in Tel Aviv's
development, this book presents a valuable case study in nation-building and the history of Zionism. Meticulously
researched, it is also illustrated with hundreds of plans and photographs that show how much of the fabric of early
twentieth century Tel Aviv persists in the modern city.
A retelling of the Old Testament story of David, King of Israel.
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This two-part volume contains a comprehensive collection of original studies by well-known scholars focusing on the
Bible’s wide-ranging reception in world cinema. It is organized into sections examining the rich cinematic afterlives of
selected characters from the Hebrew Bible and New Testament; considering issues of biblical reception across a wide
array of film genres, ranging from noir to anime; featuring directors, from Lee Chang-dong to the Coen brothers, whose
body of work reveals an enduring fascination with biblical texts and motifs; and offering topical essays on cinema’s
treatment of selected biblical themes (e.g., lament, apocalyptic), particular interpretive lenses (e.g., feminist
interpretation, queer theory), and windows into biblical reception in a variety of world cinemas (e.g., Indian, Israeli, and
Third Cinema). This handbook is intended for scholars of the Bible, religion, and film as well as for a wider general
audience.
This special issue of "Biblical Interpretation" devoted to the Bible and the Arts reflects the growing scholarly interest in the
ways the Bible and biblical stories, themes and idea(l)s have been represented in Western culture by means of literature
and the visual arts.
Filling a gap in literature and fulfilling the need for trans-focused work, TransNarratives is an interdisciplinary collection
featuring narratives of transgender experiences, providing a sourcebook of a range of trans perspectives, writing styles,
and trans methodological fields of applicability. The works included transcend disciplinary boundaries in the pursuit of
academic knowledge and creativity, actively deconstructing binaries wherever they begin to appear, whether with regard
to gender, race, ability, or sexuality, or to the binary divisions that can sometimes separate academic and creative
production. Calling attention to transgender writers, this unique and timely text showcases a wide variety of material,
including scholarship from multi- and interdisciplinary transgender perspectives, poetry and fiction that foregrounds trans
experience, and first-person transgender narratives. The essays, poems, and stories cover a range of topics relevant to
transgender, gender nonconforming, and nonbinary experiences, across time, geographic location, and cultures. An
important addition to the field, this groundbreaking text will serve as an essential collection of works for students and
researchers in transgender studies, queer studies, and gender studies. FEATURES - Provides accessible, thematically
wide-ranging, and stylistically diverse writings, including scholarship from multi- and interdisciplinary transgender
perspectives - Includes multi-generational perspectives and non-able-bodied subjectivities - Uniquely formatted to
support a dialogue between creative and scholarly work
Which is better, to live on the holding edge of the past, or the growing edge of the future? Don Davis writes on the
growing edge of the future. His novel, A Place In The Story, is about choosing to live on the growing edge. The seven
sequels are more than just the best of serious fiction; they tell the story of Dr. Kelly, beloved granddad, who is also a
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down-to-earth philosopher of life, future-vision speaker and writer, and a most unusual professor. Through A Place In The
Story, we can shadow Dr. Kellys faith journey story and dare to dream our best dreams, then give them their best chance
to happen as fellow pioneers of new tomorrows and the new sacred. We live in the greatest age in all human history! We
are indebted to the past, but we owe more to the future. The rewards have never been greater for the human family to
choose the identity markers of the Big Ten Universal Qualities to define our best future. When we choose the Big Ten
Universal Qualities for our identity markers our brain creates a kind of inner voice, a talisman, an alter ego, that
magnetizes the identity markers that lead us to our higher self.
Sex. Violence. Scandal. These are words we rarely associate with the sacred text of the Bible. Yet in this brilliant new
book, Jonathan Kirsch shows that the Old Testament is filled with some of the most startling and explicit stories in all of
Western literature. These tales of seduction and rape, voyeurism and exhibitionism, intermarriage and illegitimacy,
assassination and murder have been suppressed by religious authorities throughout history precisely because they are
so shocking. "You mean that's in the Bible?" is the common reaction of the contemporary reader to the stories that Kirsch
retells and explores. In The Harlot by the Side of the Road, Kirsch recounts these suppressed and mistranslated tales in
the grand storytelling tradition. Here is the tale of Dinah, the young Israelite daughter raped by a princely suitor. The price
for her hand in marriage? The circumcision of every man in his kingdom. Here, too, is the story of Lot's daughters, who,
when faced with the possibility that they are the last survivors on earth, must copulate with their drunken father to
continue their race. And the story of Tamar, the harlot by the side of the road, who must disguise herself as a prostitute
and seduce her father-in-law in order to bear the child who has been promised her. Kirsch places each story within the
political and social context of its time, and delves into the latest biblical scholarship to explain why each story was
originally censored. He also brings to light when and where each story was first written down, and how it found its way
into the Bible. And he shows how these stories have something important to say to contemporary readers who might
never pick up a Bible. Kirsch reveals that the Bible's real power lies in its unflinching lessons in human nature. And he
illuminates the surprising modernity of the Bible's characters: these were, like us, people delicately balanced between
their destructive and generous natures. Certain to excite controversy and ignite intellectual debate, The Harlot by the
Side of the Road will undoubtedly be one of the year's most talked-about books.
The Preacher King investigates Martin Luther King Jr.'s religious development from a precocious "preacher's kid" in
segregated Atlanta to the most influential America preacher and orator of the twentieth century. To give the most
accurate and intimate portrait possible, Richard Lischer draws almost exclusively on King's unpublished sermons and
speeches, as well as tape recordings, personal interviews, and even police surveillance reports. By returning to the raw
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sources, Lischer recaptures King's truest preaching voice and, consequently, something of the real King himself. He
shows how as the son, grandson, and great-grandson of preachers, King early on absorbed the poetic cadences,
traditions, and power of the pulpit, more profoundly influenced by his fellow African-American preachers than by Gandhi
and the classical philosophers. Lischer also reveals a later phase of King's development that few of his biographers or
critics have addressed: the prophetic rage with which he condemned American religious and political hypocrisy. During
the last three years of his life, Lischer shows, King accused his country of genocide, warned of long hot summers in the
ghettos, and called for a radical redistribution of wealth. 25 years after its initial publication, The Preacher King remains a
critical study that captures the crucial aspect of Martin Luther King Jr.'s identity. Human, complex, and passionate, King
was the consummate American preacher who never quit trying to reshape the moral and political character of the nation.
Unlike most other ancient European, Near Eastern, and Mediterranean civilizations, Jewish culture surprisingly
developed no early epic tradition: while the Bible comprises a broad range of literary genres, epic is not among them. Not
until the late medieval period, Beginning in the fourtheeth century, did an extensive and thriving epic tradition emerge in
Yiddish. Among the few dozen extant early epics, there are several masterpieces, of which ten are translated into English
in this volume. Divided between the religious and the secular, the book includes eight epics presented in their entirety, an
illustrative excerpt from another epic, and a brief heroic prose tale.These texts have been chosen as the best and the
most interesting representatives of the genre in terms of cultural history and literary quality: the pious "epicizing" of
biblical narrative, the swashbuckling medieval courtly epic, Arthurian romance, heroic vignettes, intellectual high art, and
popular camp.
A surprising, lively, and erudite history of horse and man, for readers of The Invention of Nature and The Soul of an
Octopus. Horses and humans share an ancient, profoundly complex relationship. Once our most indispensable
companions, horses were for millennia essential in helping build our cities, farms, and industries. But during the twentieth
century, in an increasingly mechanized society, they began to disappear from human history. In this esoteric and rich
tribute, award-winning historian Ulrich Raulff chronicles the dramatic story of this most spectacular creature, thoroughly
examining how they’ve been muses and brothers in arms, neglected and sacrificed in war yet memorialized in paintings,
sculpture, and novels—and ultimately marginalized on racetracks and in pony clubs. Elegiac and absorbing, Farewell to
the Horse paints a stunning panorama of a world shaped by hooves, and the imprint left on humankind. “A beautiful and
thoughtful exploration. . . . Farewell to the Horse is a grown-up, but also lyrical and creative, history book, and I very
much enjoyed it.”— James Rebanks, author of the New York Times bestseller The Shepherd’s Life
If you are a man who is stuck and empty and ready for change, this is the book for you. If you are someone who would love to see
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the man in your life with the spark you used to see in his eyes, this book is a superb gift for him. When people hear the word hero
these days, the movie clich of a superhero rescuing a desperate woman instantly comes to mind. But answering the call to be a
godly hero is far from that mistaken scenario. The lives of too many guys are full of pain and frustration and an aimless desire to
either medicate the pain or find another victim to rescuethe furthest thing from being a hero. The world needs men who are
running on all cylinders, passionate about what they do. In The Soul of a Hero, bestselling authors and respected counselors
Stephen Arterburn and David Stoop guide men to a better, hope-filled life by helping them rediscover their true God-given calling:
to be a hero. When men live into their true identity as heroes, temptations lose their allure and depression gives way to energy.
Men who once felt as if their best years were behind them find a second wind to help them live every moment to its fullest. This
book calls and equips men to become the heroes their wives, sons, daughters, friends, and coworkers want and need them to be.
In The Soul of a Hero, you will learn how to start from empty and transform yourself into a man who is thriving with purpose, joy,
and true grit.
DAVID, the Shepherd King is the story of the greatest king of Israel. The complexities of his life are staggering. He shepherded
both sheep and people. He was an empire builder but a failed parent. He was an adulterer and a murderer. He was a warrior and
an outlaw. He was a musician, composing beautiful psalms still treasured and sung today. His name appears more than a
thousand times in the Bible, more than any other individual. Above all, he was faithful to his calling as the mashiach, the anointed
one of the Lord God.
"Heroes of Israel" by Theodore Gerald Soares. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of
world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in
a high-quality digital format.
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